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Configurational Paths to Generating Knowledge Benefit
through Customer Participation*
Woojung Chang**

Involving customers in the new product development process has been found to create knowledge
benefit for the firm. However, the different roads leading to a firm’s knowledge benefit through
configurations of which new product development stage customers are engaged in, a firm’s internal
co-creation-related capabilities, and the external environment have yet to be specified. To explore
the alternative configurational paths to generating knowledge benefit through customer participation,
a state-of-the-art fuzzy set qualitative comparative analysis is applied to a sample of 181 new
product development projects. The results reveal six different configurations to generate knowledge
benefit in the new product development process and yield useful suggestions for obtaining knowledge
benefit through customer participation.
Keywords: Customer participation, New product development, Knowledge benefit, Co-creation
related capability, fsQCA

which customers actively contribute to idea

Ⅰ. Introduction

generation, designing and co-developing new
products, testing prototypes, and launching
Firms frequently develop new products in

new products is common in a firm’s innovation

collaboration with customers (Morgan, Obal,

process (Chang and Taylor 2016; Fang 2008).

and Jewell 2021). For example, Hyundai Motors

According to the knowledge management

involved customers in its new product development

perspective, customer participation is “the

(NPD) process during about seven months to

customer knowledge provision phenomenon

develop its i30 N line and Veloster custom fit

whereby customers share their needs- and

models (Lim 2019). Customer participation in

solution-related inputs in the firm’s NPD process”
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(Chang and Taylor 2016, p. 48). Thus, customer

competitive intensity, and technical turbulence

participation is believed to provide the firm

on the effectiveness of customer participation

with knowledge benefits by enabling it to

has been long suggested as a key factor in the

capture customers’ knowledge related to their

creation of knowledge benefit (Morgan, Anokhin,

needs and the solutions to their needs (Nambisan

and Wincent 2019).

2002; Poetz and Schreier 2012).

In sum, a firm’s acquisition of knowledge

However, all firms that engage customers

benefit through customer participation in NPD

in their NPD processes do not realize these

relies on the interactions of the stage in which

knowledge benefits in reality. This is because

customers participate in a firm’s NPD process,

obtaining knowledge benefits through customer

a firm’s internal co-creation-related capabilities

participation is not merely the outcome of

(i.e., a firm’s absorptive capacity and coordination

integrating customers in NPD but is the result

capability), and external environmental turbulence

of a causally complex phenomenon in which

(i.e., complexity of customer needs, competitive

many interconnected factors simultaneously

intensity, and technical turbulence). There is

come into play. Researchers have shown that

no single success factor leading to knowledge

the effectiveness of customer participation

benefit but several paths composed of different

hinges on the NPD stage or combination of

combinations of key factors. Thus, the realization

NPD stages (i.e., ideation, development, and

of knowledge benefit via customer participation

launch stages) in which customers are engaged

is best understood from a configurational

(Chang 2019; Chang and Taylor 2016; Gruner

perspective. In this regard, the purpose of this

and Homburg 2000). Moreover, research on

study is to explore various configurational paths

knowledge management highlights the importance

to generating knowledge benefit by considering

of a firm’s ability to transfer external knowledge,

interactions among customer participation in

integrate the knowledge with a firm’s existing

the NPD process, a firm’s internal co-creation

knowledge stock and apply it to a new product

related capabilities, and external environmental

(i.e., a firm’s absorptive capacity; Cohen and

turbulence.

Levinthal 1990; Morgan, Obal, and Anokhin

Fuzzy-set qualitative comparative analysis

2018), and efficiently and effectively coordinate

(fsQCA) combines both a qualitative (case-

the co-creation process between the NPD team

oriented) and a quantitative (variable-oriented)

and customers (i.e., a firm’s coordination capability;

method and identifies configurations of conditions

Fang, Palmatier, and Evans 2008). Furthermore,

that are necessary or sufficient for the occurrence

the influence of external environmental turbulence

of an outcome (Lexutt 2020; Ragin 2008;

including the complexity of customer needs,

Schneider and Wagemann 2012). While
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conventional analyses such as regressions focus

traditional linear and additive models (Fiss

on examining the net effect of each variable

2011; Lalicic and Weismayer 2021; Zheng,

on a given outcome, fsQCA concentrates on

Ulrich, and Sendra-García 2021).

figuring out different equifinal combinations of
conditions driving the same goal (Fiss 2011;
Ragin 2008). By applying a state-of-the-art

Ⅱ. Literature Review

fsQCA to 181 NPD projects in which customers
were involved in a firm’s innovation process,
this research sheds light on how firms can

This study follows a configurational approach

obtain knowledge benefit through customer

both conceptually and methodologically. Thus,

participation in conjunction with a firm’s internal

specific hypotheses are not developed, but

capabilities and external environment. The

previous literature about how the NPD stage

results provide specific insights about how

in which customers are engaged, a firm’s

firms should incorporate customer participation

co-creation-related capabilities, and external

when considering their own internal capabilities

environment interact is reviewed (e.g., Lexutt

and the given external environment. This

2020). Figure 1 graphically demonstrates a

configurational approach is expected to provide

configurational model to lead to knowledge

new insights and a more accurate description

benefit through customer participation in NPD.

of the reality about customer participation than

<Figure 1> Configurational Model
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2.1 Customer Participation in Each NPD
Phase and Knowledge Benefit

related knowledge customers provide in the
NPD process (Mahr, Lievens, and Blazevic
2014).

Customer participation refers to the integration

However, customer participation does not

of customers in a firm’s various NPD stages

always lead to constructive knowledge benefit

(Chang and Taylor 2016; Morgan, Obal, and

(Chang and Taylor 2016). The realization of

Anokhin 2018). Firms can obtain various needs-

knowledge benefit through customer participation

and solution-related knowledge through customer

depends largely on two factors: (1) the potential

participation. In the ideation stage, customers

value of customer knowledge (i.e., how valuable

actively offer their diverse ideas about untapped

the knowledge obtained from customers is)

needs and evaluate which ideas are valuable

and (2) the difficulty of knowledge management

and thus should be advanced for new products.

(i.e., how difficult it is to transfer the knowledge

In the development phase, customers provide

from customers and then integrate and apply

solution-related knowledge regarding how firms

it to a new product; Chang and Taylor 2016).

can design and develop new products from a

The NPD stage customers are involved in is

technical perspective. In the launch stage,

one of the variables that influence both the

customers test prototypes of new products,

potential value of knowledge from customers

offer first-hand problems/ideas while using the

and the difficulty of knowledge management.

new product, and contribute to inputs about

First, customer participation in one phase may

how the proposed new product needs to be

be more valuable than in others because each

positioned and communicated.

NPD phase requires distinct tasks and skills

From the knowledge management perspective,

and therefore customers may come up with

customer participation is viewed as a firm’s

more valuable inputs in a specific NPD stage

process to acquire needs- and solution-related

(Chang and Taylor 2016; Gruner and Homburg

knowledge from customers as external sources,

2000). Specifically, Chang and Taylor (2016)

transfer the knowledge to the NPD team,

and Gruner and Homburg (2000) found that

integrate it with the firm’s extant knowledge

involving customers in either the ideation or

stock, and apply the integrated knowledge to

launch stage promoted new product success,

new products (De Luca and Atuahene-Gima

but engaging them in the development phase

2007; Joshi and Sharma 2004). Thus, customer

did not. Customers in the development stage

participation has been argued to give the firm

may lack technical and contextual knowledge

knowledge benefit, defined as a firm’s perceived

required for designing a new product, which

value derived from the needs- and solution-

may hinder them from bringing in valuable

Configurational Paths to Generating Knowledge Benefit through Customer Participation 33

knowledge in this NPD stage. Furthermore,
even though customers in the development

2.2 A Firm’s Internal Co-CreationRelated Capabilities

stage offer valuable solution-related knowledge,
NPD R&D personnel’s deep-rooted “not-

Researchers suggest that not only external

invented-here” syndrome which shuns solutions

knowledge (e.g., customer knowledge obtained

from external sources combined with role

through customer participation) but also internal

ambiguity and conflict between customers and

factors such as a firm’s absorptive capacity and

NPD teams can make it difficult to integrate

complementary assets influence new product

customers’ valuable knowledge and apply it

performance through customer participation

to a new product (Katz and Allen 1985; Wang

(Morgan, Obal, and Anokhin 2018; Son, Lee,

et al. 2020).

and Lee 2018). As customer participation is a

Recent studies have investigated the combination

series of knowledge management processes to

of NPD stages in which engaging customers

gain customer knowledge and then transfer,

creates a synergistic or destructive impact.

integrate, and apply it to a new product,

According to Chang (2019), engaging customers

customer participation on its own only ensures

continuously in the ideation and development

that external knowledge and resources become

stages or in the development and launch stages

available to the firm (Morgan, Obal, and

generates supplementary returns, but customer

Anokhin 2018). The crucial factor in increasing

participation in both ideation and launch stages

the likelihood of the external knowledge being

or across all the NPD stages does not drive

transferred, integrated, and applied to a new

synergistic impacts on new product market

product efficiently and effectively is the firm’s

performance. The synergistic effects of certain

internal co-creation-related capabilities (Morgan,

combinations of NPD stages are explained by

Obal, and Anokhin 2018; Son, Lee, and Lee

how much additional knowledge value can

2018). These capabilities can ease the difficulty

be created through integrating customers in

of knowledge management and ultimately

specific combinations of NPD stages and how

maximize the knowledge benefit from involving

difficult it is to interpret, translate, and integrate

customers in NPD.

knowledge from concurrent participation of

This study suggests that a firm’s two internal

customers in various NPD stages. Taken together,

co-creation-related capabilities – absorptive

the NPD stage or combination of NPD stages

capacity and coordination capability – play a key

in which customers are engaged is a critical

role in streamlining the knowledge management

factor to determine the knowledge benefit of

process around customer participation. Absorptive

customer participation.

capacity refers to a firm’s ability to recognize

34 ASIA MARKETING JOURNAL
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the value of new, external knowledge, assimilate

a collective set of tasks in the NPD process

it, and apply it to commercial ends (Cohen

(Fang, Palmatier, and Evans 2008). Most

and Levinthal 1990; Lee, Park, and Pae 2015).

researchers argue for a positive knowledge

In the customer participation context, a firm’s

benefit of customer participation, but customer

absorptive capacity is defined as the degree to

participation cannot create knowledge benefit

which a firm is able to recognize the potential

or offset some of the expected benefits if the

value of knowledge obtained from customers,

interaction between customers and NPD teams

integrate the valuable knowledge, and apply it

is not well coordinated or if it leads to conflict

to a new product efficiently and effectively

(Fang, Palmatier, and Evans 2008; Wang et

(Morgan, Obal, and Anokhin 2018). Thus,

al. 2020).

firms with high absorptive capacity may be

With regard to the potential value of knowledge,

better able to find which customer idea has

a firm’s coordination capability is expected to

potential value and apply it to a new product

expand the potential value of knowledge through

more effectively, thereby creating greater

customer participation. As firms with high

knowledge benefit and ultimately new product

coordination capability take full advantage of

success. Conversely, firms without absorptive

customers’ competencies, they can increase the

capacity may succumb to information overload

efficacy of the interactions between customers

and have difficulty transferring and integrating

and NPD teams across the different NPD

abundant and diverse customer knowledge. In

stages, resulting in higher knowledge benefit

this regard, Morgan, Obal, and Anokhin (2018)

(Fang, Palmatier, and Evans 2008). In this

noted that a firm’s absorptive capacity is a

regard, Fang, Palmatier, and Evans (2008)

necessary prerequisite for building innovative

verified that enhanced coordination effectiveness

and commercially successful new products when

mediated the relationship between customer

utilizing customer participation. They also found

participation in NPD and new product value.

empirical evidence of the positive moderating

With regard to the difficulty of knowledge

impact of absorptive capacity between customer

management, a firm’s coordination capability

participation and NPD performance.

mitigates the difficulty of transferring, integrating,

A firm’s coordination capability is proposed

and applying knowledge from customers to a

as another pivotal co-creation-related capability

new product, thereby leading to greater

for knowledge benefit. In the co-creation

knowledge benefit. As social entities work

context, a firm’s coordination capability refers

together to achieve their respective objectives,

to the extent to which a firm is able to work

conflict is unavoidable (Wang et al. 2020).

together with customers effectively to accomplish

Firms with high coordination capability are

Configurational Paths to Generating Knowledge Benefit through Customer Participation 35

better able to coordinate the interactions between

high levels of customer participation because it

customers and NPD teams and mitigate potential

helps the firm tap into customers’ changing

conflicts by harmonizing their differences in

needs-related knowledge and come up with

priorities and cultural values and looking for

new products that fit customers’ current needs

synergistic ways to work together (Wang et

better than competitors (Fang 2008; Morgan,

al. 2020). Consequently, a firm’s coordination

Anokhin, and Wincent 2019).

capability as an internal resource can contribute

In contrast, the efficacy of customer participation

to increasing knowledge benefit by expanding

is more pronounced in the low competitive

the value of the knowledge from customers

intensity context than in the high competitive

and alleviating the difficulty of knowledge

intensity context (Morgan, Anokhin, and Wincent

management.

2019). There have been counter-arguments
about whether customer participation is more

2.3 External Environmental Turbulence

beneficial in a high or low competitive intensity
context (Jaworski and Kohli 1993). However,

Researchers suggest that the effectiveness

the attention-based view of the firm suggests

of customer participation depends on a firm’s

that when environmental pressure from competitors

internal capabilities as well as external

is relatively intense, firms focus their limited

environmental conditions (Fang 2008; Li, Kim,

attention on observing and responding to

and Lee 2020; Morgan, Anokhin, and Wincent

competitors’ actions, thereby distracting them

2019). In the customer participation context,

from effectively recognizing and utilizing customer

three types of environmental turbulence have

inputs through customer participation. On the

been found to affect new product performance:

contrary, in conditions of low competitive

complexity of customer needs, competitive

intensity, firms have available resources to

intensity, and technical turbulence (Chang and

focus their attention on the inputs provided

Taylor 2016; Fang 2008; Morgan, Anokhin,

by the engaged customers and therefore can

and Wincent 2019).

maximize the knowledge benefit of involving

Complexity of customer needs refers to the

customers in NPD. Recently, Morgan, Anokhin,

extent of change and predictability of customers’

and Wincent (2019) provided empirical evidence

preference and the market (Jaworski and

that the effect of customer participation on new

Kohli 1993; Morgan, Anokhin, and Wincent

service development performance is greater in

2019). The literature reveals that a firm which

the low competitive intensity condition.

operates in an environment with a high degree

Finally, technological turbulence in the co-

of complexity of customer needs should pursue

creation context refers to the rate and uncertainty

36 ASIA MARKETING JOURNAL
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of technological change in the industry (Chang

Ⅲ. Methods

and Taylor 2016). “Rapid technological change
leads to expeditious product obsolescence and
short windows of new product opportunity”

3.1 Data Collection

(Chang and Taylor 2016, p. 50). In such situations,
customers’ solution-related knowledge helps

To explore various configurational paths to

secure prompt access to emerging technologies.

expanding a firm’s knowledge benefit through

Further, customers can offer inputs about their

customer participation in NPD, NPD managers

changing needs caused by rapid technological

participating in a Qualtrics online panel were

change, which helps avoid delays resulting

contacted. Among the NPD managers, those

from a mismatch between ideas and needs and

who have worked on a NPD project in which

promotes the quick launch of a new product

end customers have been involved to some

(Chang and Taylor 2016). As a result, the

extent to co-create new products were asked

value of engaging customers during the NPD

to participate in an online survey. The respondents

process is greater in a more technologically

were asked to complete the online survey with

turbulent environment (Chang and Taylor 2016).

the NPD project in mind in which end customers

Taken together, the three types of external

were involved in the NPD process. In total, 202

environmental turbulence affect the impact of

NPD managers took part in the online survey.

customer participation on knowledge benefit.

After responses with missing values for key

In summary, a few researchers have examined
the net effects on the benefit of customer

variables were deleted, 181 responses were left
for analysis.

participation of the NPD stage in which

The sample covers various industries and

customers participate, a firm’s internal co-

firm sizes: 35.6% of the respondents come

creation-related capabilities, and external

from manufacturing, 40.1% from IT, and

environmental turbulence. However, little is

18.6% from services industries. Employing

known about which combination of NPD stages

customer participation in different industries

customers should be involved in when considering

(e.g., manufacturing, IT, services) may require

the firm’s current co-creation capabilities and

different types of knowledge from customers

environmental situation. The present study seeks

and different ways of interacting between

to provide insights into “fit” or “configuration”

customers and NPD teams, thereby leading to

with regard to how customers should be

distinct levels of knowledge benefit across

involved in the NPD stages in the context of

industries. Collecting data from various industries

given capabilities and environment.

improves the generalizability of the research

Configurational Paths to Generating Knowledge Benefit through Customer Participation 37

(i.e., knowledge relevance; Im and Workman

findings.
In terms of firm size measured by the number

2004; Mahr, Lievens, and Blazevic 2014).

of full-time employees, 28.3% of the respondents

With regard to customer participation at each

work for firms with fewer than 300 full-time

stage, following Fang, Palmatier, and Evans

employees, 35.6% in firms with 300-999

(2008), respondents answered questions about

employees, 25.6% in firms with 1,000-3,000

how much customers are involved in each of

employees, and 10.6% in firms with more than

seven NPD activities on a 7-point scale ranging

3,000 full-time employees.

from 1 = not at all to 7 = a great extent.

The respondents had a high level of knowledge

Customer participation in idea generation and

about the NPD project that they reported on.

concept screening activities was regarded as

The average of the answers to the question

customer participation in the ideation stage.

“How would you rate your knowledge of this

Involving customers in product design and

particular NPD project?” was 6.06 (SD = 0.751)

engineering activities was treated as customer

on a scale from 1 = very low to 7 = very high.

participation in the development phase, and
engaging customers in product testing, market
testing, and commercialization activities was

3.2 Measures

considered as customer participation in the
The scales used in this study are based on
empirically validated scales and adapted to the

launch stage (Chang 2019; Chang and Taylor
2016).

co-creation context in NPD. All the constructs

A firm’s absorptive capacity was assessed

except customer participation in each stage of

with five items adapted from Jayachandran,

NPD were assessed on a 7-point Likert scale

Hewett, and Kaufman (2004) which reflect a

anchored by 1 = strongly disagree to 7 =

firm’s ability to recognize the value of input

strongly agree. Specific measures and Cronbach’s

from customers in the NPD process and apply

alpha for each variable are shown in Table 1.

it to a new product. Seven items adapted from

Knowledge benefit was assessed with four

Fang, Palmatier, and Evans (2008) were utilized

items from Im and Workman (2004) that

to assess how effectively the firm-customer

evaluate the degree to which knowledge gained

co-creation was coordinated (i.e., coordination

from customers in the NPD process provides

capability).

novel insights and application (i.e., knowledge

Finally, to capture the various influences of

novelty) and the extent to which knowledge

environmental turbulence (Morgan, Anokhin,

from customer participation is appropriate and

and Wincent 2019), two items from Jaworski

useful for the particular NPD project at hand

and Kohli (1993) were used to gauge the

38 ASIA MARKETING JOURNAL
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<Table 1> Measures.
Construct
KNOW

IDEATION

DEVELOP

LAUNCH

ABSORP

COORD

CUSENV
COMENV
TECENV

Measures
Cronbach’s ɑ
∙ We learned something new from the interaction.
0.763
∙ Acquired ideas from the interaction were important for the new product
development.
∙ We learned something which complements our NPD team’s weakness from the
interaction.
∙ Solutions developed during the interaction were later used in other projects.
∙ Idea generation: the stage at which new ideas for products are brainstormed.
0.744
∙ Concept screening: the stage at which product ideas are tested for technical and
commercial success.
∙ Product design: the stage at which a firm specifies designs and development of
0.841
a proposed product
∙ Product engineering: the stage at which a firm’s engineers work to refine the
design and perfect a new product
∙ Product testing: the stage at which prospective customers evaluate test versions
0.751
of a proposed product
∙ Market testing: the stage at which the complete marketing plan for a proposed
product is tested in a small geographic area
∙ Commercialization: the stage at which a proposed new product is launched into
the market
∙ Our NPD team quickly recognized the usefulness of insights that customers
0.835
suggested.
∙ Our NPD team valued insights that customers suggested.
∙ Our NPD team could easily address the new needs that customers specified.
∙ Our NPD team could take corrective action immediately when customers
suggested modification of a product or service.
∙ Our NPD team could effectively satisfy customers’ demands.
∙ Customers and the NPD team worked together very effectively to exploit unique
0.892
opportunities.
∙ Both customers and the NPD team were always looking for synergistic ways to
do business together.
∙ Customers and the NPD team coordinated our business activities very effectively.
∙ Customers and the NPD team communicated significant information effectively.
∙ Customers and the NPD team made decisions on the new product quickly.
∙ There was little conflict when customers and the NPD team made decisions on
the new product.
∙ Scheduling meetings or interactions with customers was easy.
∙ Customers’ product preferences change quite a bit over time.
0.676
∙ Customers’ tastes in the market are unpredictable.
∙ Competition in our industry is intensive.
0.799
∙ In our market, we hear of a new competitive move very often.
∙ The technology in our industry is changing rapidly.
0.802
∙ A large number of new product ideas have been made possible through
technological breakthroughs in our industry.

N = 181
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complexity of customer needs, two items from

NPD, a firm’s internal capabilities and external

Moorman and Miner (1997) assessed the

environment can combine to generate a firm’s

competitive intensity in the industry, and two

knowledge benefit, a QCA can be applied

items from Jaworski and Kohli (1993) measured

better than a conventional analytical approach.

technological turbulence in the industry.

As the variables in this study are continuous
instead of binary, a fsQCA was performed

3.3 Fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative
Analysis
In recent years, fsQCA has gained popularity

using fsQCA 3.0 software (Ragin and Davey
2016).

3.4 Calibration

in the fields of business and management as
well as organizational research (e.g., Kollmann

Fuzzy-set calibration is the first procedure to

et al. 2021; Lalicic and Weismayer 2021;

transform the originally observed variables into

Lexutt 2020; Zheng, Ulrich, and Sendra-García

fuzzy-set membership values between 0 and 1.

2021). A fsQCA is employed in this study to

Values of 1 and 0 represent full membership

explore different configurational paths leading

and full non-membership in the set, respectively,

to knowledge benefit through engaging customers

and all other scores in between have fuzzy

in the innovation process (Ragin 2008). Qualitative

partial membership (Zheng, Ulrich, and Sendra-

Comparative Analysis (QCA) was first proposed

García 2021). The rules of calibration require

by Ragin in 1987. It combines both a qualitative

the use of theoretical and practical knowledge

and a quantitative method in an attempt to

for the constructs (Ragin 2008). Following

identify the underlying combinations of causal

Lexutt (2020) and Russo and Confente (2019),

conditions leading to a given outcome (Ragin

the endpoints of the 7-point Likert scales

2008; Woodside, Ko, and Huan 2012; Zheng,

serve as the two qualitative anchors to calibrate

Ulrich, and Sendra-García 2021). Whereas

full non-membership (i.e., value 1) and full

conventional analytical approaches such as

membership (i.e., value 7), respectively, while

regressions focus on the net effects of the

the crossover point is calculated by observing

variables on the outcome variable, a QCA

the distribution and median score of each variable.

identifies alternative variable combinations
which can produce equally successful outcomes
(Lalicic and Weismayer 2021; Zheng, Ulrich,
and Sendra-García 2021). Given that there are
alternative ways how customer participation in
40 ASIA MARKETING JOURNAL
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scores for individual conditions (Ragin 2018).

Ⅳ. Results

In the necessary analysis context, consistency
indicates the degree to which the causal

4.1 Necessity Conditions

condition is a superset of the outcome, whereas
coverage indicates the empirical relevance of a

An analysis of necessity conditions was first

consistent superset (Ragin 2018). According

conducted to find whether a condition always

to Ragin (2008), consistency scores of 0.9 or

precedes an outcome and therefore must be

higher reflect necessary conditions.

treated as essential (Lalicic and Weismayer

As shown in Table 2, only the presence of

2021). In set-theoretic terms, the necessary

a firm’s absorptive capacity is a necessary

condition is a superset of the outcome (Ragin

condition for the knowledge benefit: the

2008). The results of the necessity analysis are

consistency value exceeds the recommended

presented in Table 2. The necessary conditions

threshold of 0.90. This means that a firm’s

procedure produces consistency and coverage

possession of absorptive capacity always precedes

<Table 2> Analysis of Necessary Conditions.
Consistency

Coverage

IDEATION

0.809

0.966

~ IDEATION

0.252

0.958

Condition

DEVELOP

0.684

0.966

~DEVELOP

0.374

0.927

LAUNCH

0.867

0.965

~LAUNCH

0.197

0.926

ABSORP

0.954

0.974

~ABSORP

0.125

0.946

COORD

0.890

0.983

~COORD

0.198

0.962

CUSENV

0.757

0.979

~CUSENV

0.319

0.944

COMENV

0.817

0.974

~COMENV

0.258

0.949

TECENV

0.816

0.973

~TECENV

0.260

0.952

Notes: IDEATION = customer participation in ideation, DEVELOP = customer participation in development, LAUNCH
= customer participation in launch, ABSORP = co-creation absorptive capacity, COORD = co-creation
coordination capability, CUSENV = complexity of customer’s needs, COMENV = competition intensity,
TECENV = technological turbulence. “~” indicates the negation of the condition.
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knowledge benefit, and a firm’s absorptive

acceptable frequency was set to two cases per

capacity is always necessary for a firm to

configuration given the size of the sample in

generate knowledge benefit via customer

this study (N = 181). All configurations with

participation. A firm’s knowledge benefit via

a minimum raw consistency of at least 0.95

customer participation can be generated only

and a proportional reduction in inconsistency

when the firm understands and integrates

(PRI) consistency of at least 0.95 were identified.

external knowledge from customers. As a

These are well above the established 0.75

firm’s absorptive capacity is the ability to

threshold (Schneider and Wagemann 2012).

understand and integrate external knowledge,

Table 3 reports six different roads to obtaining

it is impossible to create knowledge benefit

knowledge benefit through customer participation

using customer participation without the help

in NPD and depicts the alternative solutions

of absorptive capacity. This finding is in line

graphically, with solid black circles indicating

with Morgan, Obal, and Anokhin’s (2018)

the presence of a variable, white circles

contention that a firm’s absorptive capacity is

indicating the absence (negation) of a variable

a necessary prerequisite for successful new

and blank cells indicating that the variable is

products via customer participation.

irrelevant (the don’t care condition) to the

Nevertheless, the results of the necessary

outcome.

conditions analysis reveal that single variable

On the basis of intermediate solutions from

other than the presence of absorptive capacity

standard analyses, the overall consistency is 0.99

is not necessary to produce a given knowledge

and the consistency for each path configuration

benefit, but interwoven configurations among

exceeds at least 0.99, which is well above the

customer participation during different NPD

recommended threshold (Ragin 2006; Zheng,

stages, a firm’s internal co-creation-related

Ulrich, and Sendra-García 2021). High consistency

capabilities, and external environment are likely

scores show strong evidence that each solution

to lead to positive knowledge benefit.

and the solution as a whole are subsets of the
outcome (Ragin 2018). Further, the overall

4.2 Sufficient Conditions

coverage of 0.71 means that 71% of the outcome
can be explained by these combinations of

Sufficiency means that “the outcome always

causal conditions (i.e., six solutions). The six

occurs when the sufficient condition is present”

paths meet the requirements for consistency

(Lexutt 2020, p. 112) and sufficient conditions

( > 0.75) and unique coverage ( > 0.01) (Schneider

are subsets of the outcome (Ragin 2008). To

and Wagemann 2007).

analyze sufficient conditions, the minimum
42 ASIA MARKETING JOURNAL
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Solution 1 shows that customer participation

<Table 3> Solutions for Building Knowledge Benefit through Customer Participation
Configuration

Solution
1

2

3

4

5

6

IDEATION

●

●

○

○

●

●

DEVELOP

●

○

○

○

LAUNCH

●

●

●

●

●

ABSORP

●

●

●

●

●

●

COORD

●

●

●

●

○

●

●

○

●

CUSENV

○

COMENV

○

●

●

●

●

●

○

●

●

○

●

Raw coverage

0.57

0.10

0.12

0.12

0.07

0.54

Unique coverage

0.07

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.04

Consistency

0.99

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.99

TECENV

Solution coverage

0.71

Solution consistency

0.99

Note: ● indicates the presence of the condition; ○ indicates the absence of the condition.
Frequency cutoff: 2
Consistency cutoff: 0.99

in all the NPD stages, a firm’s internal co-

consistency of 1.00 and unique coverage of

creation-related capability (i.e., absorptive

0.02. Meanwhile, high knowledge benefit can

capacity and coordination capability), and

also be achieved through the combination of

technical turbulence are determinant factors

customer participation in both ideation and

for obtaining knowledge benefit. The conclusion

launch stages, a firm’s absorptive capacity and

has a consistency of 0.99, and unique coverage,

coordination capability, and high complexity

which refers to the proportion of the outcome

of customer needs, competition intensity, and

explained solely by each individual solution

technical turbulence (see Solution 6); 4% of

term, is 0.07. In Solution 2, 10% of the cases

knowledge benefit is explained solely by

suggest that in the stable context of absence

Solution 6.

of complexity of customer needs, competition

High knowledge benefit is a product of three

intensity, and technical turbulence, involving

alternative pathways. Solution 3 suggests that

customers in the ideation and launch stages

weak membership in customer participation

combined with co-creation-related capabilities

in the ideation and development phases, high

achieves high knowledge benefit with a

membership in customer participation in the
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launch stage, high membership in a firm’s

for firms to achieve great knowledge benefit

internal co-creation-related capabilities, and

through engaging customers in the NPD process.

high membership in competition intensity and

Previous studies have empirically verified various

technical turbulence produces knowledge benefit;

seemingly crucial factors that influence the

consistency is 1 and unique coverage is 0.02.

efficacy of customer participation in NPD (e.g.,

Solution 4 reveals that an additional 2% of

contextual factors, customer participation design

the memberships in the knowledge benefit

factors, relationship factors, and organizational

is accounted for by the condition in which

factors), focusing on the individual results of

customers do not participate in the ideation

each factor on an outcome variable. However,

and development stages and the firm has high

the complex configurations among crucial factors

absorptive capacity and coordination capability

and the ways in which they combine to generate

in the presence of high complexity of customer

high knowledge benefit have not yet received

needs, competition intensity, and technical

enough academic attention. A notable exception

turbulence. Finally, 1% of the cases accomplished

is the study by Zheng, Ulrich, and Sendra-García

knowledge benefit through the condition in

(2021), who examined configurational paths to

which customers are involved in the ideation

innovation performance while simultaneously

and launch stages but not the development

considering a firm’s internal and external

stage, and the firm has an absorptive capacity

knowledge, its absorptive capacity, government

but does not have coordination capability with

support, and business environment. However,

high competition intensity and weak complexity

they did not investigate the configurational

of customer needs and technical turbulence.

paths in the customer participation context.
This study uses fsQCA, which is gaining
popularity in business research, to make a novel

Ⅴ. Discussion

theoretical contribution to figure out specific
ways customer participation should be utilized
in light of a firm’s internal capabilities and

5.1 Theoretical Implications

external environmental turbulence.
Second, this research expands previous findings

The findings offer several theoretical contributions

about the differential effects of involving

to the literature on customer participation in

customers in various combinations of NPD

the NPD process. First, this study contributes

stages. Carbonell, Rodríguez-Escudero, and

to the customer participation literature by

Pujari (2009, p. 537) pointed out that “In

identifying six equifinal configurational paths

assessing the impact of customer involvement,

44 ASIA MARKETING JOURNAL
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it is important to consider the stage of the

First, there is no single best way to generate

development process where customer interactions

knowledge benefit. Instead, there are several

take place.” Despite the need to investigate

alternative routes for the same benefit. Thus,

customer participation in specific combinations

NPD managers should first evaluate their internal

of NPD stages, prior researchers examined

co-creation-related capabilities and the degrees

customer participation regardless of the NPD

of complexity of customer needs, competitive

stage where customers are integrated and thus

intensity, and technical turbulence in their

shed little light on the differential impacts of

environment. They can then match the

involving customers across the NPD phases.

combinations of NPD stages customers are

The current research addresses this research

engaged in to the conditions. For example, the

gap by analyzing all possible combinations of

configurational results suggest that when

customer participation in various NPD stages

technical turbulence is high and a firm is

and their influences on knowledge benefit.

equipped with absorptive capacity and coordination

Finally, the findings help resolve some
inconsistent results about customer participation

capability, integrating customers across all the
NPD stages could drive knowledge benefit.

in the literature. As Chang and Taylor’s (2016)

Second, NPD teams are well advised to fortify

meta-analysis on the effectiveness of customer

their internal co-creation-related capabilities,

participation revealed, integrating customer

especially absorptive capacity. A firm’s internal

inputs into the NPD process does not always

absorptive capacity is a necessary condition for

lead to positive effects; the efficacy hinges on

knowledge benefit. In other words, high absorptive

various internal and external factors. By showing

capacity must be present for a firm to obtain

distinct but equifinal routes driving high

knowledge benefit. Without a firm’s ability to

knowledge benefit through customer participation,

recognize, integrate, and apply external knowledge,

the current findings provide theoretical support

even valuable external knowledge offered by

for why the same type of customer participation

customers is useless.

leads to different outcomes.

5.3 Limitations and Further Research
5.2 Managerial Implications
Although this research takes a configurational
The configurational results provide specific

approach for firms to gain knowledge benefit

practical guidelines about what managers

through customer participation using a state-

should do to take full advantage of customer

of-the art fsQCA and adds new insights, it

participation and promote knowledge benefit.

also has several limitations that future researchers
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need to address. First, future researchers could

capabilities and external environment have

expand our understanding of knowledge benefit

been regarded as key factors to determine the

via customer participation by considering the

effect of customer participation. However,

type and sequence of created knowledge

relationship factors such as prior relationship

benefit. Given that the focus of this paper is

and interdependence between customers and

on the configurational effects among various

the firm, as well as organizational support factors

factors leading to knowledge benefit, the

such as organizational culture (e.g., openness,

possibility has not been considered that different

innovative culture) may also influence how

types of knowledge benefit (e.g., needs-related

customer participation generates knowledge

vs. solution-related) could be generated by

benefit in NPD. Thus, additional configurational

various combinations of relevant factors and

exploration to consider relationship factors and

distinct knowledge benefit could emerge

organizational support factors may add new

sequentially. For example, a combination of

insights about alternative paths for knowledge

involving customers in the ideation stage in

benefit.

the environment where customer needs are

Lastly, future researchers need to check the

highly complex may generate needs-related

robustness of the calibration of the measures.

knowledge benefit, whereas a firm’s involvement

In this study, all the measures of the key

of customers in the development stage with

factors are based on a 7-point Likert or rating

high absorptive capacity and coordination

scale. Although the measures are carefully

capability may lead to solution-related knowledge

calibrated following the suggestions on how to

benefit. Further, distinct types of knowledge

calibrate a 7-point scale in the fsQCA (Lexutt

benefit may emerge sequentially (e.g., needs-

2020; Russo and Confente 2019), different

related knowledge benefit is generated first

ways to calibrate the 7-point scale may lead to

and then solution-related knowledge benefit is

different results. Therefore, it is suggested

created later). Thus, these possibilities for

that future researchers employ various ways

different types and sequences of knowledge

of calibrating a 7-point scale on the basis of

benefit provide future researchers with interesting

theoretical and practical knowledge for the

topics.

constructs.

Second, future researchers are advised to

<Received June 9. 2021>

take into account critical factors other than a

<Revised June 28. 2021>

firm’s internal co-creation-related capabilities

<Accepted July 5. 2021>

and external environmental turbulence. In the
customer participation context, a firm’s internal
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